Programmable self-assembly of complex arrangements from simple units requires encoding local interaction rules into building blocks to select a desired final structure. At the microscale and nanoscale, such rules have been encoded through entropic and enthalpic interactions ([@r1][@r2]--[@r3]). For example, previous work has shown that entropic bonds arising from particle shape alone can lead to formation of complex crystal structures ([@r3][@r4]--[@r5]). Other pioneering studies incorporated enthalpic interactions through DNA-mediated colloidal ([@r2], [@r6][@r7][@r8][@r9][@r10][@r11]--[@r12]) and DNA origami/Lego self-assembly platforms ([@r13][@r14][@r15][@r16][@r17]--[@r18]). These latter strategies have been successful at generating complex structures ranging from clathrate colloidal crystals ([@r19]) to complex polyhedra and nanoscale DNA teddy bears ([@r14]). Despite tremendous successes achieved by these pioneering studies, these binding strategies typically only function at small size scales and often suffer from long annealing times, as elements must diffuse into near contact to interact ([@r20], [@r21]). Moreover, the resulting materials are inherently soft since thermal fluctuations are necessary for these systems to explore their phase space and arrive at optimal binding configurations. To develop complementary platforms that overcome such challenges at the microscale and nanoscale, it is necessary to develop strategies based on building blocks that encode binding interactions that are both stronger and longer-ranged.

At the macroscale, pioneering studies and even some toys have used enthalpic interactions based on magnetic dipole forces to assemble 3-dimensional (3D) structures ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). Such forces are long-ranged and strong enough to direct assembly, but, to date, only the simplest dipole configurations have been explored, and the programmable potential of this approach to assembly is largely untapped.

Here, we propose an assembly platform based on encoding magnetic information into panels that is powerful, general, and can be applied across length scales. These panels are composed of a magnetically patterned layer with an array of magnets capped on either side by spacers (see, for example, [Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The binding specificity and energy of the panels depend on the magnetic dipole patterns. Since the ratio of the binding energies depends only on the design, key aspects of this platform are scale-invariant down to dimensions as small as $\sim 10$ nm, below which magnetic domains become unstable due to thermal fluctuations.

![Encoding information into magnetic panels to generate specific interactions. (*A*) Four unique magnetically patterned layers are constructed by using a $2 \times 2$ array of magnets with different orientations (top and side views). The magnetically patterned layers are arbitrarily colored black, green, blue, and red according to their dipole patterns. Spacers are glued to the 2 faces of the magnetically patterned layer to make a panel. (*B*) Magnetic force between 2 magnetically patterned layers of the same pattern at the optimal binding orientation (sketch in *Inset*) versus the center-to-center layer separation. Here, we normalize the separation by the lateral dipole separation within a magnetically patterned layer. Solid lines are experimental measurements, and dashed lines are results from analytic calculations in which interactions between any 2 pairs of magnets that are not in the same magnetically patterned layer are considered. We glue spacers onto the magnetically patterned layers to further enhance the selectivity of the panel interactions. These spacers create a steric repulsion at a surface separation corresponding to the vertical dashed line. (*C*) Plot of the range for spontaneous binding (normalized by the dipole separation within a panel) versus $\Gamma$, the shaking acceleration normalized by $g$. Data are obtained by placing panels face to face, releasing them and determining if they spontaneously bind. (*D*) Schematic illustrating the interactions between panels of different orientations (top left) and dipole patterns (bottom right). (*E*) Theoretical calculation of the ground-state binding energy between any 2 panels. (*F*) Theoretical calculation of the binding-energy landscape of 2 panels of the same dipole pattern as a function of the lateral separation normalized by the dipole separation within a panel. The globally optimal ground state occurs when the panels are face to face with no separation. In addition, we find the metastable states of green, blue, and red panels. Data are obtained by orienting panels face to face with the separation equal to twice the spacer thickness. Energies are calculated by displacing the panels laterally, keeping the panels parallel, and optimizing their relative orientation in the panel plane.](pnas.1910332116fig01){#fig01}

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we show that a macroscale version of this platform can achieve controlled polymerization, assemblies reminiscent of those that are attained by DNA strands, and the folding of 2-dimensional (2D) nets into 3D structures. For simplicity, we demonstrate our approach using a $2 \times 2$ array of magnets oriented parallel to the magnetic layer axis, which results in 4 unique patterns that we color-code as shown in [Fig 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. Spacers were glued to the magnetically patterned layers to enhance selectivity of the panel interactions, as shown in [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting panels are 0.90 cm in diameter and 0.64 cm thick. We find that when placed on a flat frictional mylar surface, matched panels will spontaneously bind, even when the face-to-face separation is larger than the panel thickness. The range for spontaneous binding increases even further when panels are agitated on a shaker table to overcome friction. This range is maximal when the acceleration $\Gamma$, measured in units of the gravitational acceleration $g$, is just above 1. Further increase in $\Gamma$ reduces the range for spontaneous binding, as panels are jostled into orientations unfavorable for binding ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). At high enough accelerations, the magnetic bonds break. More generally, the shaker can be thought of as providing an effective energy scale that plays a role similar to $k_{B}T$ in thermal systems (see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental) for a more detailed discussion). Face-to-face interactions between panels depend both on the panel orientation and the dipole pattern ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), which results in an ordered hierarchy of binding interaction strengths. We calculate the binding energy between panels to determine the hierarchy of interactions for different panel combinations ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). We find that panels bind most strongly to their counterparts, with the exception of the green panels, which bind more strongly to the black panels. In addition to the global minimum, which occurs when the dipole patterns are aligned, we find metastable binding states for the green, blue, and red panels when they are translated laterally ([Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This hierarchy of interactions allows for controlling the order of the assembly by varying $\Gamma$ relative to the different panel binding strengths.

The ability to select the binding sequence opens the door to hierarchical polymerization, where successive panels attach in a specific order. To demonstrate this capability, we create Janus panels with a different binding strength at each surface by gluing 2 different magnetically patterned layers and spacers face to face ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *i*). There are 13 unique Janus panels arising from the different color-coded combinations of the dipole patterns ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *ii*), as well as the reversed dipole patterns that result from flipping the black and green layers over. The polymer assembly is controlled by the combination of Janus panels chosen. The polymerization proceeds by loading the panels onto the shaker table at high $\Gamma$. As $\Gamma$ is lowered, for the different combinations of panels, we observe successive binding ([Movies S1--S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)) into dimers ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *iii*--*v*), trimers ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *iv* and *v*), hexamers ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *v*), and, finally, polymers whose assembly is determined by the hierarchy of binding interactions. In addition, as in colloidal and polymeric materials ([@r25], [@r26]), seeding the system with a branching nucleus allows for controlling the resulting topology ([Fig. 2 *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *i* and *ii* and [Movie S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). Further, by controlling the dipole pattern on the faces of the seed, we can control the growth sequence to create hybrid branched polymers ([Fig. 2 *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *iii*). Thus, the specificity of the binding interactions determines the assembled structure, while the long-range nature of the interactions allows for directed assembly ([Movies S1--S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). Looking forward, one could easily expand this approach to investigate more complex dipole patterns, the phase behavior of the panels in 2D, and even assembly of periodic open networks in 3D.

![Using Janus panels and structured seeds to control polymerization. (*A*) We control the polymerization sequence using Janus panels. (*A*, *i*) Janus panels are constructed from 2 different magnetically patterned layers and spacers, all of which are glued face to face. (*A*, *ii*) There are 6 color combinations. Since the 2 faces of the black and green layers are different from each other, Janus panels containing a single black or green magnetically patterned layer have 2 different possible combinations. The Janus panels containing both a green and a black magnetically patterned layer have 4 different possible combinations. Thus, there are 13 possible Janus panels that can be constructed from magnetically patterned layers with the $2 \times 2$ dipole array. (*A*, *iii*--*v*) We show 3 different schemes for controlling the polymerization sequence of Janus panels. (*A*, *iii*) Blue/red Janus panels self-assemble into dimers at $\Gamma = 3.6g$ and longer polymers at $\Gamma = 2.4g$. (*A*, *iv*) Green/black, black/blue, and green/blue Janus panels form dimers at $\Gamma = 6.5g$, trimers at $\Gamma = 3.9g$, and long polymers at $\Gamma = 3.0g$. Interestingly, we find that for the black/blue Janus panel, the black layer interferes with the binding of the blue layer. Therefore, these blue panels can only bind to blue panels from green/blue Janus panels. (*A*, *v*) Green/black, black/blue, and green/red Janus panels self-assemble into dimers at $\Gamma = 6.8g$, trimers at $\Gamma = 4.3g$, and hexamers at $\Gamma = 3.0g$. Here, we add 2 extra spacers in the blue/black Janus panel to permit binding of blue panels to one another. (*B*) We use structured seeds to control polymer topology. (*B*, *i* and *ii*) We use 3- and 4-faced seeds to grow 3-branched (*B*, *i*) and 4-branched (*B*, *ii*) polymers made of black panels. (*B*, *iii*) We use a 3-faced hybrid seed to grow a 3-branched hybrid polymer with 2 green branches and 1 black branch.](pnas.1910332116fig02){#fig02}

Such panels can also be made to assemble in a more collective manner by gluing them to elastic backbones that form secondary structures. Here, in direct analogy to base pairs in DNA strands, the panel sequence allows for encoding information and guiding assembly. We find that the unbinding behavior of paired strands with increasing shaking acceleration, $\Gamma$, depends sensitively on the panel dipole pattern, number of panels on each strand, sequence of the panels, and ratio of the panel types ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). These results are analogous to the melting behavior of double-stranded DNA with the general trends that increasing the number of pairing elements and the ratio of strong to weak elements increases the melting temperature ([@r27][@r28]--[@r29]). The theoretically determined unbinding curves (dashed lines in [Fig. 3 *A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *i*--*iv*) are qualitatively consistent with experimental results (see detailed discussion in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). By prescribing the distance between nearby panels on 1 strand, we can generate bending of the secondary structure to form S shapes ([Fig. 3 *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *i* and *ii* and [Movie S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). Alternatively, we can design the panel sequence to include unpaired panels and make hairpins ([Fig. 3 *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *iii* and [Movie S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). By controlling the panel orientation relative to the backbone, we can generate twist and control the pitch of the secondary structure by the rotation angle of panels ([Fig. 3 *C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *i*--*iii* and [Movie S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). In addition to these structural motifs, magnetic handshake strands can also be used to perform a toehold exchange, a type of strand displacement used in DNA to detect sequences, make molecular machines, and perform basic logic computations ([@r30][@r31]--[@r32]). Here, a complementary but short strand is displaced with another complementary but longer strand. When the toehold region has the same binding energy as the rest of the panels in the strand, a minimum of 2 panels is needed for the toehold exchange. If the toehold region consists of panels with sufficiently stronger binding than those in the rest of the strand (as is the case for black toehold panels on an otherwise green strand; [Fig. 3 *D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *i*--*iv* and [Movie S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)), a single panel is sufficient for the toehold exchange. These demonstrations suggest that many of the design principles developed for DNA information storage, assembly, and computation can be directly ported over to magnetic handshake strands.

![Magnetic strands and the resulting secondary structures. We make flat (*A*), bent (*B*), and twisted (*C*) structures from 2 complementary strands. (*A*) Percent of paired strands at different $\Gamma$ is sensitive to panel dipole pattern (*i*), number of pairing panels (*ii*), panel sequence (*iii*), and red-to-blue panel ratio (*iv*). The keys indicate the panel sequence and length. The shaded regions indicate the SE from 5 independent experimental measurements. The dashed lines are obtained from theoretical calculations. The broadening in the low probability region at high $\Gamma$ is expected since the experiment consists of measurements on a small number of paired strands (see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental) for details). (*B*) Bending structures: shortest S-shaped strand (*i*), long S-shaped strand (*ii*), and hairpin structure (*iii*). (*C*) We create twisted structures by rotating the panels in 1 strand relative to the backbone (red arrows). (*C*, *i*) Shortest helix. (*C*, *ii* and *iii*) We control the pitch of the helices by changing the rotation angle of the panels from $45^{○}$ in *ii* to $25^{○}$ in *iii*. (*D*) Toehold exchange of a short complementary strand with a longer complementary strand. Here, spacers are used to weaken binding on 1 side of each strand. Initially, only the toehold region is exposed and available for strong binding. The leftmost panel shows a schematic of the initial pair of strands and the added longer strand (indicated by the $+$). (*D*, *i*--*iv*) Images from a movie of the toehold exchange. In snapshot *D*, *i*, we show the initial pair of strands. In snapshot *D*, *ii*, we show that the added longer complementary strand binds to both the toehold region and weakly to the other pair of strands. Such complexes do not have analogues in DNA. In *D*, *iii*, we observe that only the toehold region of the long chain, which consists of a single black panel, remains bound. Finally, in snapshot *D*, *iv*, the short strand is completely displaced by the long strand, completing the toehold exchange.](pnas.1910332116fig03){#fig03}

One can dramatically increase the design complexity to guide assembly and make mechanically stronger structures by placing panels on 2D elastic backbones. Here, the panel choice, arrangement, orientation, and spacing, as well as the net architecture, can all be varied to robustly assemble a desired final configuration. We show 4 examples of 3D structures that assemble hierarchically from pairs of such nets in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} (and [Movie S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). Panels with different binding strengths were used to determine the order of assembly as $\Gamma$ is decreased. In addition, the panel orientation (engineering designs in the 1st column of [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, with enlarged schemes in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)) was used to ensure proper alignment and handedness of the 2 nets (first column of photographs in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). We carefully chose the backbone bending energy and segment length for each net so that under agitation, they can bend out of the plane and form bonds that sustain the 3D structure (2nd column of photographs in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the weakest-binding panels were used to lock the structures into place and complete the assembly (last column in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Crucially, through combining these design strategies, we were able to bypass the many metastable configurations that arise when the panel-binding sequence is uncontrolled ([Movie S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). Avoiding these metastable structures allowed for assembly of these macroscale structures within minutes ([Movie S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental)). These examples illustrate the potential for building hierarchically complex structures and the need for further development of systematic approaches for implementing these strategies.

![Hierarchical self-assembly of 2D nets into 3D structures. Using the different binding energies of the different panels, their orientation, as well as the width, length, and thickness of the 2D net elements, we assemble various 3D structures: a book (*A*), a tetrahedron (*B*), a cube (*C*), and a bowl (*D*). In the leftmost column, we show the engineering design for each pair of nets. We vary the width of the net elements so that some elements bend and others remain flat. In addition, to enhance selectivity of the binding, we vary the panel orientations relative to the nets: enlarged regions in *A*. To assemble the final structures, we place the nets in our shaker apparatus at random locations. For the shaking amplitudes we can achieve in our apparatus, the acceleration is not sufficient to completely flip the nets over. We therefore place the nets with the appropriate face-up or face-down orientation. We start the assembly at high $\Gamma$ and show still images at various points in the assembly as $\Gamma$ is decreased.](pnas.1910332116fig04){#fig04}

As designs become more sophisticated, these building blocks could be made to assemble into structures that act as messengers, serve as mechanical elements in metamaterials, or function as machines. The magnetic moments of the panels allow for using external magnetic fields to facilitate assembly, disassemble undesired configurations, and, at lower field strengths, actuate the assemblies in complex environments ([@r33][@r34]--[@r35]). Such capabilities highlight the high degree of control that is available in the assembly and function of magnetic handshake materials, which is a great advance over macroscale assembly platforms that only use 1 or 2 magnetic dipole interactions and are agnostic to sequence ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]).

Intriguingly, there have been several new technological developments in the fabrication and alignment of nanoscale magnetic domains, as well as the fabrication of nanometer-thick elastic materials that indicate that our platform could be reproduced at the microscale and nanoscale. The smallest scale at which materials can maintain stable magnetization is determined by the superparamagnetic limit, when the magnetic energy is comparable to the thermal energy. The magnetic energy of a domain scales as $N\mu_{B}B$, where $N$ is the number of atoms in a cubic magnetic material, $\mu_{B} \approx 0.06$ meV/T is the Bohr magneton, and $B = \mu_{0}H_{c} \sim 10^{- 2}$ T is a typical coercive field for common ferromagnets. This energy becomes comparable to $k_{B}T$ when a magnetic domain contains $N = 4.3 \times 10^{4}$ atoms which would yield a cube $\sim$10 nm on a side. Thus, as magnetic storage technology continues to miniaturize ([@r36], [@r37]), our panels could, in principle, be fabricated to be $\sim$30 nm in lateral dimension and $\sim$10 nm in height, comparable to many state-of-the-art systems for nanocolloid assembly ([@r38]). For 2 such contacting domains, the binding energy, given by $V\left( r \right) = - \mu_{0}\left( {N\mu_{B}} \right)^{2}/2\pi r^{3}$, is $3.2 \times 10^{- 20}$ J or $\sim 8k_{B}T$ at room temperature. Increased spacing between panels via deposition of spacer layers, eliminating van der Waals interactions using steric repulsion layers ([@r39], [@r40]), as well as increasing binding strength using depletion interactions ([@r41], [@r42]) or cDNA strands ([@r2], [@r6]) would then enable further tuning of the binding energy relative to $k_{B}T$. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that 2-nm-thick elastic backbone materials can be fabricated via atomic layer deposition ([@r43]). Using these materials, features as small as 200 nm could be patterned by using photolithographic steppers, and features even as small as 6 nm could be patterned by using e-beam methods. These backbones would have a Young's modulus of tens to hundreds of gigapascals and bending stiffness that is orders of magnitude higher than $k_{B}T$ ([@r43]). When combined with the magnetized panels, analogues of the building blocks we demonstrated in our macroscale studies could be fabricated to within a factor of 7 of these limits with currently available magnetic write technologies. Moreover, because both the magnetic and elastic energies scale with volume, the relative energetics governing assembly of these structures remains identical, independent of scale ([@r43]).

One can imagine various strategies for fabrication of these building blocks en masse at relatively little cost per structural/magnetic element. At the millimeter scale, recently developed magnetic 3D printing technologies ([@r33]) could be used to fabricate these elements. At even smaller scales, one could imagine one day loading a fabricated wafer into an apparatus similar to a modern hard drive and using a computer to write the desired dipole patterns. Upon release, the magnetized primary structures would self-assemble into microscale secondary structures, and even tertiary structures or machines that can be actuated using external magnetic fields ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, such fabrication methods could be used to unleash this powerful scale-invariant platform of magnetic handshake materials and advance the field of design.

![Vision for assembly of magnetic handshake materials. (*A*) Magnetic recording and lithography create panels and strands on a wafer that are released after fabrication. (*B*) A strand's sequence or primary structure encodes information for secondary structure formation and self-assembly into a 3D magnetically actuated machine.](pnas.1910332116fig05){#fig05}

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Panel Design. {#s2}
-------------

Acrylic disks of diameter 0.90 cm and thickness 0.32 or 0.16 cm with 4 holes of diameter 0.16 cm and nearest separation 0.30 cm in the disk axis direction for inserting magnets were printed on a laser cutter (Zing 40 watt; Epilog Laser). Spacers of diameter 0.90 cm and thickness 0.16 or 0.025 cm were also printed on the laser cutter from a piece of acrylic sheet or Mylar. Cylindrical neodymium magnets (grade N48) of diameter 0.16 cm and height 0.32 cm or 0.16 cm (totalElementⓇ) were inserted and glued into the holes of the acrylic disk according to the designed orientations.

Unbinding of Magnetic Strands. {#s3}
------------------------------

We initialized the experiments by putting all of the strands in pairing state in the sample cell. For comparison between different experiments, the number density of panels in our 2D sample cell (height of 1.7 times panel diameter) was kept to be the same. We started from low acceleration $\Gamma$ and increased $\Gamma$ stepwise at a rate of $\left( {0.1 - 0.2} \right)g/2min$ to make sure the number of unpaired strands did not change further with time at each $\Gamma$. The number of single strands was counted, and the fraction of single strands to the number of total strands was calculated. Each experiment was repeated 4 or 5 times to obtain a SE.

The theoretical unbinding curves of magnetic strands were obtained by analytical calculation of the probability of the pairing state as a function of temperature based on the partition function of the whole system. The partition function of the system was calculated based on careful accounting of the system's translational entropy, rotational entropy, and binding enthalpy.

More details of the experimental setup used for measurements, experimental design, and theoretical modeling are shown in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1910332116/-/DCSupplemental). Data are available upon request.
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